Dear [radio host/contact],

1,000 Architects & Engineers Demand New 9/11 Investigation

Cite Explosive Evidence in Destruction of all 3 World Trade Center Skyscrapers

Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth has reached an historic milestone of 1,000 architect and engineer petitioners. Each of these highly-qualified professionals (in every region of the country) have all reached the same conclusion: Congress and the American people require a real investigation into the destruction of all three (not just two) World Trade Center skyscrapers that day.

Break this controversial story. Richard Gage, AIA, well-known SF Bay Area architect and founder of AE911Truth, is available to comment in more detail about the increasing groundswell of support within the professional architecture and engineering design communities on this topic. He has logged more than 140 radio and TV appearances around the world including BBC, CBC, FoxTV, NZTV – Close-up, NGC, etc. He is an experienced and engaging on-air personality.

To schedule an interview with Mr. Gage, please contact AE911Truth: 1000@AE911Truth.org or phone (510) 292-4710.

Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth is marking the 1,000 petitioner milestone with a prominent public outreach in the coming weeks. We will keep you informed as news develops.

www.AE911Truth.org

[[ This should be for initial contact (email). Follow-up calls should be more spontaneous, using this outline as talking points. ]]}